Are you

Cyber Ready?
Good cyber-attack defence strategies evolve as quick or faster than the perpetrators. Cyber defences
should be dynamic and fluid, adjusting to fit the current threat. But how can organisations achieve
this without understanding how well they are currently performing?

Can you withstand a cyber attack?

Managing User Privileges
User Education and Awareness

Auriga has established an efficient and effective method of assessing an
organisation’s capability to protect themselves. Our cutting edge approach
and development of the assessment process allows organisations to
track, improve and report the maturity of its capability to demonstrate
performance to Board or Shareholder level as well as technical and
managerial personnel.
Auriga’s Cyber Readiness service utilises cyber security experts to analyse,
highlight and assist your organisation in focusing on the areas which could
lead to a cyber-attack.

81% of large companies
reporting breach*
Using a combination of workshops and 1:1 interviews, Auriga’s analysts
will determine current levels of protection e.g. firewalls, internet facing
services. Findings will be compared to NCSC’s (National Cyber Security
Centre) recommended best practice. Remember that despite compliance
with frameworks like ISO27001, PCI etc., your organisation’s evolving
business may affect your cyber security posture!
How can organisations understand how well they are performing?
Without assessing and trying to discover the areas which could be
underperforming, an organisation cannot fully understand their current risk
levels, areas of vulnerability and ultimately protect themselves from attack.
Cyber criminals and hackers often make use of areas of vulnerability that
organisations have missed. This could be a simple lack of up to date
patches, misconfiguration or a temporary lapse in control due to projects
or business change. Don’t be the next victim!

£600k - £1.5m Average cost
of security breach*

Incident Management
Malware Prevention
Monitoring
Removable Media Controls
Home and Mobile Working
Without help, an organisation cannot fully understand their risk
levels, vulnerability and protect themselves from attack.
Auriga’s unique approach has been developed with the assistance of
years of experience across a myriad of industries and business practices.
This experience has allowed us to ensure you achieve an unrivalled level
of service and coverage:
Highlight and report on areas of concern to enable the effective
management of risk
Track individual gaps in its security capabilities through to improvement
Utilise a proven and comprehensive Cyber Security model
Make use of an easy to understand dashboard to view
performance and status of individual controls
Dissect the complex picture of an organisation’s security controls
Track past and future performance of existing controls and
remediation activities
Manage a complex array of remediation projects through to completion
Obtain real-time snapshot of the organisations performance and
vulnerability areas
Networks 3%
Removable Media 5%
Firewalls 2%
Firewall Policies 50%

Group Policy Object 36%

Auriga has based its unique process on the NCSC 10 Steps Guidance.
The comprehensive assessment covers all areas of an organisation’s
infrastructure and processes:
Risk Management Regime

Password Policy 4%

Secure Configuration
Network Security

*Source NCSC

Assess if your business is Cyber Ready.
Contact us www.aurigaconsulting.com +44 (0) 20 3793 8820

